
NJPA PRICE LIST

PRICE LIST:  1/1/14

TV Truck, Ford Gas E450 Chassis, 14,050 GVW with 14 ft. body
Base Configuration includes TV Truck, Ford E-450, 14,050 GVWR, gas chassis, with 14 ft. 

body, with Summit power control system, wireless remote control of all camera, transporter, 

and reel functions, 19” monitor,  video overlay unit with  onscreen footage, video cable reel 

with automatic cable level-wind, electric retrieval with variable speed control and 1000 ft. 

multi-conductor video cable (choice of gold of platinum),  DVD recorder, choice of OZ II or 

OZ III pan and tilt zoom camera with built in directional LED lighting for 6” through 72” lines, 

choice of non-steerable Ultra Shorty 21 track transporter, USIII or WTR III track transporter 

with adapters for 6” through 24” pipe inspection with insertion / retrieval tool, down hole 

equipment system, EVO II  interior with 20 gallon washdown, overhead storage cabinets, 

work top, Lonseal floor, Kemlite washable walls and ceilings in equipment room, rack mount 

console, storage cabinet, bench / storage seat, Lonseal floor, Kemlite lined walls ,and 

storage cabinets in the viewing room. Equipment room and viewing room separated by 

bulkhead wall with large safety visual window and swing out door.  Delivery and 2 days 

training included.    
 

PRICE Discount NJPA Price

Quantity of Above Base System $162,000.00 $8,100.00 $153,900.00

Note: Above Price includes 2 days training and delivery

Options

Install Diesel Chassis and Onan Quiet Diesel 7.5 kw genset in lieu of  gas $14,900.00 $14,900.00

EVOII Control room w/kemlite & Lonseal, Bulkhead wall & Desk top $15,445.00 $15,445.00

Quigley 4 X 4 Conversion $13,200.00 $13,200.00

Flat Bed transport for Quigley conversion $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Dual running boards for truck (Contact Factory)

Auto Electric Steps (Contact Factory)

Rear view 19" flat screen monitor in Equipment room with mount $1,100.00 $1,100.00

Rear view 24" flat screen monitor mounted in Equipment room bulkhead wall $1,600.00 $1,600.00

16 ft. body in lieu of 14 ft. body $1,000.00 $1,000.00

Fold Down Safety Entry / Exit two step bumper $2,250.00 $2,250.00

Pull out transporter / camera transporter draw in kickplate with grated bottom $1,390.00 $1,390.00

Workbench on TV Reel $750.00 $750.00

Pedestal Crane $2,900.00 $2,900.00

Reel Mounted Crane $4,015.00 $4,015.00



Led Traffic Director $1,181.00 $1,181.00

Hide away stobe kit $998.00 $998.00

Pintel Hitch $415.00 $415.00

Slide out drawer for Cutter $1,200.00 $1,200.00

Lockable storage cabinet under chassis $750.00 $750.00

Rear Awning $1,329.00 $1,329.00

Bumper mounted Safety Cone $150.00 $150.00

Back up camera for chassis $940.00 $940.00

Cool Cat side mount AC  $2,428.00 $2,428.00

Cool Cat side mount AC in lieu of roof mount $1,095.00 $1,095.00

Wall mounted heater $430.00 $430.00

Eye wash station $136.00 $136.00

12 x 12 Access Door $278.00 $278.00

Foul weather door $386.00 $386.00

Kemlite for walls $1,800.00 $1,800.00

Lonseal Flooring $1,900.00 $1,900.00

Upper cabinet control room $750.00 $750.00

Desk top Control room $695.00 $695.00

Closet  $1,286.00 $1,286.00

Double closet $1,800.00 $1,800.00

Wash down with work top, sink  and upper cabinet $2,900.00 $2,900.00

Ambient Lighting Package $3,900.00 $3,900.00

5 Drawer Tool Chest $750.00 $750.00

7 Drawer Tool Chest $1,202.00 $1,202.00

Spotlight $446.00 $446.00

Vise $219.00 $219.00

New TV Reel $12,250.00 $12,250.00

1000' Gold cable $5,211.00 $5,211.00

Spare Pan and Tilt Camera $17,900.00 $17,900.00

Summit PCU & CCU with wired controller $14,750.00 $14,750.00

Wireless controller $450.00 $450.00

Upgrade Existing Reel for Summit Controls $1,900.00 $1,900.00

Automtic payout retro for existing video cable reel $5,900.00 $5,900.00



Adapter Tube to use OZ III on Steerble or non Steerable US 21 track or Steerable Pipe 

Ranger 
$2,380.00 $2,380.00

  Zoom Pan and Tilt Camera $18,800.00 $18,800.00

Xenox lighting for Camera in lieu of LED lighting in base $0.00 $0.00

Substitute steerable CPR wheeled transporter for 6"-24" pipe for the track tranporter in base
$9,229.00 $9,229.00

Substitute non steerable Pipe Ranger wheeled transporter for 8"-60" pipe for the track 

tranporter in base
$6,900.00 $6,900.00

Substitute steerable Pipe Ranger wheeled transporter for 8"-60" pipe for the track tranporter 

in base
$9,983.00 $9,983.00

Add standard non steering Pipe Ranger wheeled transporter for 8"-60" pipe in addition to 

track transporter in base
$18,334.00 $18,334.00

Add standard steerable Pipe Ranger wheeled transporter for 8"-60" pipe in addition to track 

transporter in base
$21,417.00 $21,417.00

Add additional compact non steering WTR wheeled transporter for 6"-24" pipe in addition to 

transporter in base
$17,334.00 $17,334.00

Add additional compact non steering WTR track transporter for 6"-24" pipe in addition to 

transporter in base
$12,380.00 $12,380.00

Add compact steerable CPR wheeled transporter for 6"-24" pipe in addition to track 

transporter in base
$20,663.00 $20,663.00

6" rubber tires for compact wheeled transporter $750.00 $750.00

8" rubber tires for compact wheeled transporter $1,064.00 $1,064.00

10-15"rubber tires for compact wheeled transporter $1,124.00 $1,124.00

Spacer Kit for Compact Pipe Ranger wheel kits $1,793.00 $1,793.00

6" high traction steel tires for compact wheeled transporter $1,519.00 $1,519.00

8" high traction steel tires for compact wheeled transporter $1,550.00 $1,550.00

10"-15" high traction steel tires for compact wheeled transporter $1,611.00 $1,611.00

Pneumatic Tires for compact wheeled transporter (use with lift) $1,627.00 $1,627.00

7" high traction steel tires for large wheeled transporter $900.00 $900.00

8" high traction steel tires for large wheeled transporter $748.00 $748.00

10"-15" high traction tires for large wheeled transporter $815.00 $815.00

Pneumatic Tires for large wheeled transporter  $900.00 $900.00

Mechanical Camera lift for  standard wheeled transporter: $1,785.00 $1,785.00

Mechanical Camera lift for compact wheeled transporter: $2,850.00 $2,850.00

Electric Lift for compact or standard wheeled transporter $5,900.00 $5,900.00

Track conversion kit w/ transmission for compact non-steering wheeled transporter $3,900.00 $3,900.00

Wheel conversion kit w/ transmission for compact non-steering track transporter $6,600.00 $6,600.00



Automtic payout for video cable reel $2,900.00 $2,900.00

Rear view camera for compact or standard steerable wheeled transporters $3,500.00 $3,500.00

Built in inclinometer to detect and display pipeline gradient, OZ II or OZ III $4,200.00 $4,200.00

Laser crack/offset/separation measurement system for OZ II or OZ III $7,500.00 $7,500.00

Laser Profiler System, 6"-15" pipe, all hardware, software, 3 days training $28,000.00 $28,000.00

Laser Profiler System, 12"-48" pipe, all hardware, software, 3 days training $64,000.00 $64,000.00

Laser Profiler System, 8"-24" pipe, all hardware, software, 3 days training $44,000.00 $44,000.00

Laser Profiler adapter for wheeled transporter $54.00 $54.00

Laser Profiler adapter for compact wheeled transporter $104.00 $104.00

Built in Sonde for locating in OZ II or OZ III camera $2,150.00 $2,150.00

Granite XP Software , rack mt. computer, monitor, printer, 2 days training, $18,500.00 $18,500.00

Granite Lite Inspection Software on Laptop Computer, 2 days training, $9,900.00 $9,900.00

Granite Lite Inspection Software,rack mt comp.mon.printer 2 days training $11,000.00 $11,000.00

Customer Supplied Computer to Granite XP Specifications -$1,800.00 -$1,800.00

Granite XP Software only $14,000.00 $14,000.00

Granite XP Inspection Lite Software only $6,500.00 $6,500.00

Add NASSCO/PACP module for Granite XP or Granite Lite $2,450.00 $2,450.00

Add Inclinometer module for Granite XP $1,990.00 $1,990.00

Add Granite XP ESRI Module, query module, map module, 2 days webex.  $12,900.00 $12,900.00

Enhanced Granite XP Software Support Package $1,800.00 $1,800.00

Granite Lite Support Plan $650.00 $650.00

Manhole Assets Module for Granite XP $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Grout Module for Granite XP $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Granite XP Scheduler Module $600.00 $600.00

Granite XP Scoring Module with Training (Requires Enterprise Module) $2,995.00 $2,995.00

Lateral Module for Granite XP or Granite Lite $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Engineering Module for Granite XP & Granite Lite - edits inspection in office $695.00 $695.00

Enterprise Office Module for Granite XP –edits, creates inspections, compatible with 

ACCESS, Oracle, Sequel Server Data bases 
$8,500.00 $8,500.00

Granite XP Mapping Stick with GPS Software $10,446.00 $10,446.00

Lite Stick Pole Camera with wireless tranmission to truck $5,532.00 $5,532.00

Quick Zoom Pole Camera, NO DVR, Vest, LCD Screen, Wireless to truck $13,698.00 $13,698.00

Quick Zoom Pole Camera, with DVR, Vest, LCD Screen, Wireless to truck $16,568.00 $16,568.00

LAMP II Wheeled lateral launcher, zoom for 6"-15" pipe/3"-8" laterals, rear view camera, 120' 

fiberglass push cable & double data for 1208 system, 1 day of training 
$100,175.00 $100,175.00



LAMP II wheeled Lat. Launcher, Zoom for 6"-15" pipe/ 3'-8" laterals, w/1 day of training $89,601.00 $89,601.00

Large Pipe24-36" Kit for Lamp II System $2,759.00 $2,759.00

Spare 120' fiberglass push cable $1,365.00 $1,365.00

Spare PSIII lateral camera with auto upright and built in sonde $5,016.00 $5,016.00

Upgrade to Pan and tilt in lieu of fixed view $10,884.00 $10,884.00

Upgrade to pan and tilt in addition to fixed view camera $15,900.00 $15,900.00

Rear Camera for Lamp II system $3,500.00 $3,500.00

Pneumatic Tire kit w/ angled chutes 24"-36" $2,758.00 $2,758.00

14" Pneumatic wheel kit $1,106.00 $1,106.00

LAMP I track Lateral Launcher for 8"-30 pipe/ 3"-8" laterals, 1 train  $49,900.00 $49,900.00

Double Data for LAMP lateral and mainline footage, LAMP I or II $4,400.00 $4,400.00

Low VI Grout System, pneumatic, controller, tanks, pump system for mainlines,2 train.
$95,000.00 $95,000.00

Lateral Grout System, for Logiball, control, 3/4 hp vacuum pump, 1 day train.  $11,200.00 $11,200.00

Low VI Grout System, pneumatic, controller, tanks, CAT pump system for mainlines,2 train.
$118,000.00 $118,000.00

HI- Low VI Grout System, pneumatic, controller, tanks,  pump system for mainlines,2 train.
$105,000.00 $105,000.00

Lateral Grout System, for Logiball, control, 3/4 hp vacuum pump, 1 day train.  $19,900.00 $19,900.00

Digital Electronic Grout panel/Modulear Grout System with Graphical User Interface in lieu of 

analog panel
$24,000.00 $24,000.00

6" Multi Grout Packer Assembly $2,200.00 $2,200.00

8" LV Packer Assembly $3,600.00 $3,600.00

10" LV Packer Assembly $3,700.00 $3,700.00

12" LV Packer Assembly $3,800.00 $3,800.00

15" LV Packer Assembly $4,200.00 $4,200.00

18" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $6,900.00 $6,900.00

20" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $7,600.00 $7,600.00

21" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $7,800.00 $7,800.00

24" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $7,900.00 $7,900.00

30" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $8,700.00 $8,700.00

36" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $9,900.00 $9,900.00

42" Collapsible LV Packer Assembly $11,400.00 $11,400.00

Labor to Upgrade to Grout Unit $10,000.00 $10,000.00

068 speed air compressor $639.00 $639.00



Retractable air hose reel $474.00 $474.00

4.0 CFM air compressor w/ 30 gallon tank and air hose reel $4,273.00 $4,273.00

Electric Winch 1,000' 3/8" SST $7,528.00 $7,528.00

Foot pedal for electric winch $3,111.00 $3,111.00

  500' 14/4 power cord reel for winch $2,157.00 $2,157.00

Float w/ arms $3,954.00 $3,954.00

Float line Reel $481.00 $481.00

Cutter System, lateral cutter, 6"-15" pipe, cut reel, 500 ft. air hose, 1 day train   $50,000.00 $50,000.00

Spare Kangaroo Cutter- Cutter Only $18,810.00 $18,810.00

6" Skid assy for OZIII $1,979.00 $1,979.00

6" Skid Assy for OZII $1,035.00 $1,035.00

8-15" Skid assy $1,109.00 $1,109.00

8-30" Skid Assy $1,494.00 $1,494.00

36-60" Skid Plates $868.00 $868.00

Customer Supplied chassis -$28,000.00 -$28,000.00

Cargo Van,Full height bubble top w/ Exd Wheel base in lieu of Ford E-450 gas   $4,930.00 $4,930.00

3500 DRW gas chassis, 12000 GVW, 12 ft. body in lieu of Ford E-450 gas  -$3,270.00 -$3,270.00

Sprinter Chassis 3500 inverter,in lieu of Ford E-450, 14 ft. body,  and gas Gen. . $17,302.00 $17,302.00

Sprinter cab chassis diesel,in lieu of Ford E-450 gas $9,821.00 $9,821.00

Ford F-550 diesel chassis, Onan QD,19000 GVW /gen in lieu of Ford E-450 gas chassis, 

gas gen with 14 ft. body $18,111.00 $18,111.00

Chevy 4500 gas Chassis, 14,200 GVW, 14 ft. body in lieu of Ford E-450 gas chassis, gas 

gen with 14 ft. body  $813.00 $813.00

Chevy 4500 Diesel Chassis, 14,200 GVW, 14 ft. body in lieu of Ford E-450 gas chassis, gas 

gen with 14 ft. body  $16,767.00 $16,767.00

Ford F-450 gaschassis, in lieu of Ford E-450 gas chassis  $4,145.00 $4,145.00

Ford F-450 diesel chassis, Onan QD gen, 14 ft. body in lieu of Ford E-450 gas chassis with 

14 ft. body $15,944.00 $15,944.00

Customer Supplied Truck Body instead of CUES supplied -$9,100.00 -$9,100.00

Add CUES Universal Digital Side Scanning Camera System- (DUC) $102,405.00 $102,405.00

Factory Labor Rate Per Hour (Orlando, Atlanta, or CA) $120.00 $120.00

On Site Labor Rate (Includes Transportation / Per Diem): $1180 per Day $1,180.00 $1,180.00

RETRO FIT OF EXISTING CUSTOMER UNIT

EVOII Control room w/kemlite & Lonseal, Bulkhead wall & Desk top $15,445.00 $15,445.00



Quigley 4 X 4 Conversion $13,200.00 $13,200.00

Flat Bed transport for Quigley conversion $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Led Traffic Director $1,181.00 $1,181.00

Hide away stobe kit $998.00 $998.00

Pintel Hitch $415.00 $415.00

Slide out drawer for Cutter $1,200.00 $1,200.00

Lockable storage cabinet under chassis $750.00 $750.00

Rear Awning $1,329.00 $1,329.00

Bumper mounted Safety Cone $150.00 $150.00

Back up camera for chassis $940.00 $940.00

Cool Cat side mount AC  $2,428.00 $2,428.00

Cool Cat side mount AC in lieu of roof mount $1,095.00 $1,095.00

Wall mounted heater $430.00 $430.00

Eye wash station $136.00 $136.00

12 x 12 Access Door $278.00 $278.00

Foul weather door $386.00 $386.00

Kemlite for walls $1,800.00 $1,800.00

Lonseal Flooring $1,900.00 $1,900.00

Upper cabinet control room $750.00 $750.00

Desk top Control room $695.00 $695.00

Closet  $1,286.00 $1,286.00

Double closet $1,800.00 $1,800.00

Wash down with work top and upper cabinet $2,900.00 $2,900.00

5 Drawer Tool Chest $750.00 $750.00

7 Drawer Tool Chest $1,202.00 $1,202.00

Spotlight $446.00 $446.00

Vise $219.00 $219.00

New TV Reel $12,250.00 $12,250.00

1000' Gold cable $5,211.00 $5,211.00

Automtic payout for new video cable reel $2,900.00 $2,900.00

Rear view flat screen monitor in Equipment room with mount $1,850.00 $1,850.00

Summit PCU & CCU with wired controller $14,750.00 $14,750.00

Wireless controller $450.00 $450.00

Upgrade Existing Reel for Summit Controls $1,900.00 $1,900.00



Automtic payout retro for existing video cable reel $5,900.00 $5,900.00

Spare Pan and Tilt Camera $17,900.00 $17,900.00

Adapter Tube to use OZ III on Steerble or non Steerable US 21 track or Steerable Pipe 

Ranger 
$2,380.00 $2,380.00

Spare Zoom Pan and Tilt Camera $18,800.00 $18,800.00

Substitute non steerable compact wheeled transporter for 6"-24" pipe for the track 

tranporter
$5,900.00 $5,900.00

Substitute non steerable standard wheeled transporter for 8"-60" pipe for the track 

tranporter
$6,900.00 $6,900.00

Add standard non steering wheeled transporter for 8"-60" pipe $13,890.00 $13,890.00

Add compact non steering wheeled transporter for 6"-24" pipe $17,334.00 $17,334.00

Add steering to wheeled  transporter for 8"-60" pipe $3,083.00 $3,083.00

Add steering to wheeled  transporter for 6"-30" pipe $3,329.00 $3,329.00

8" high traction steel tires for compact or standard wheeled transporter $1,550.00 $1,550.00

10"-15" high traction tires for compact or standard wheeled transporter $1,611.00 $1,611.00

6" high traction tires for compact or standard wheeled transporter $1,519.00 $1,519.00

Pneumatic Tires for compact or std wheeled transporter (use with lift) $1,627.00 $1,627.00

7" high traction steel tires for large wheeled transporter $900.00 $900.00

8" high traction steel tires for large wheeled transporter $748.00 $748.00

10"-15" high traction tires for large wheeled transporter $815.00 $815.00

Pneumatic Tires for large wheeled transporter  $900.00 $900.00

Mechanical Camera lift for  standard wheeled transporter: $1,785.00 $1,785.00

Mechanical Camera lift for compact wheeled transporter: $2,850.00 $2,850.00

Electric Lift for compact or standard wheeled transporter $5,900.00 $5,900.00

Track conversion kit w/ transmission for compact non-steering wheeled transporter
$3,900.00 $3,900.00

Wheel conversion kit w/ transmission for compact non-steering track transporter
$6,600.00 $6,600.00

Rear view camera for compact or standard steerable wheeled transporters $3,500.00 $3,500.00

Built in inclinometer to detect and display pipeline gradient, OZ II or OZ III $4,200.00 $4,200.00

Laser crack/offset/separation measurement system for OZ II or OZ III $7,500.00 $7,500.00

Laser Profiler System, 6"-15" pipe, all hardware, software, 3 days training $28,000.00 $28,000.00

Laser Profiler System, 12"-48" pipe, all hardware, software, 3 days training $64,000.00 $64,000.00

Laser Profiler System, 8"-24" pipe, all hardware, software, 3 days training $44,000.00 $44,000.00



Laser Profiler adapter for wheeled transporter $54.00 $54.00

Laser Profiler adapter for compact wheeled transporter $104.00 $104.00

Built in Sonde for locating in OZ II or OZ III camera $2,150.00 $2,150.00

Granite XP Software , rack mt. computer, monitor, printer, 2 days training, $18,500.00 $18,500.00

Granite Lite Inspection Software on Laptop Computer, 2 days training, $9,900.00 $9,900.00

Granite Lite Inspection Software,rack mt comp.mon.printer 2 days training $11,000.00 $11,000.00

Customer Supplied Computer to Granite XP Specifications -$1,800.00 -$1,800.00

Granite XP Software only $14,000.00 $14,000.00

Granite XP Inspection Lite Software only $6,500.00 $6,500.00

Add NASSCO /PACP module for Granite XP or Granite Lite $2,450.00 $2,450.00

Add Inclinometer module for Granite XP $1,990.00 $1,990.00

Add Granite XP ESRI Module, query module, map module, 2 days training via Go To 

Meeting for implemntation 
$12,900.00 $12,900.00

Granite Inspection Lite Support Plan $650.00 $650.00

Enhanced Granite XP Software Support Package $1,800.00 $1,800.00

Manhole Assets Module for Granite XP or Granite Lite $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Grout Module for Granite XP $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Granite XP Scheduler Module $600.00 $600.00

Granite XP Scoring Module with Training (Requires Enterprise Module) $2,995.00 $2,995.00

Lateral Module for Granite XP or  Granite Lite $2,950.00 $2,950.00

Engineering Module for Granite XP or Granite Lite, edits inspections $695.00 $695.00

Enterprise Office Module for Granite XP or Granite Lite –edits, creates inspections, 

compatible with ACCESS, Oracle, Sequel Server Data bases 
$8,500.00 $8,500.00

Granite XP Mapping Stick with GPS Software $10,446.00 $10,446.00

Cat 5 connection $85.00 $85.00

Lite Stick Pole Camera with wireless tranmission to truck $5,532.00 $5,532.00

Quick Zoom Pole Camera, with DVR, Vest, LCD Screen, Wireless to truck $16,568.00 $16,568.00

Quick Zoom Pole Camera, no DVR, Vest, LCD Screen, Wireless to truck $13,698.00 $13,698.00

Fold Down Safety Entry / Exit two step bumper $2,250.00 $2,250.00

Pull out transporter / camera transporter draw in kickplate with grated bottom $1,390.00 $1,390.00

Pedestal Crane (non published) $2,900.00  $2,900.00

Reel Crane (non published) $4,015.00 $4,015.00

Workbench on TV Reel $750.00 $750.00



LAMP II wheeled Lat. Launcher, Zoom for 6"-15" pipe/ 3'-8" laterals, rear view camera 120' 

fiberglass push cable & Double data for 1208 system w/1 train.
$100,175.00 $100,175.00

LAMP II wheeled Lat. Launcher, Zoom for 6"-15" pipe/ 3'-8" laterals, rear view camera 120' 

fiberglass push cable for Summit system w/1 train.
$89,601.00 $89,601.00

Large Pipe24-36" Kit for Lamp II System $2,759.00 $2,759.00

Spare 120' fiberglass push cable $1,365.00 $1,365.00

Spare PSIII lateral camera with auto upright and built in sonde $5,016.00 $5,016.00

Upgrade to Pan and tilt in lieu of fixed view $10,884.00 $10,884.00

Upgrade to pan and tilt in addition to fixed view camera $15,900.00 $15,900.00

LAMP I track Lateral Launcher for 8"-30 pipe/ 3"-8" laterals, 1 train  $49,900.00 $49,900.00

Double Data for LAMP lateral and mainline footage, LAMP I or II $4,400.00 $4,400.00

Low VI Grout System, pneumatic, controller, tanks, pump system for mainlines,2 train.
$95,000.00 $95,000.00

Low VI Grout System, pneumatic, controller, tanks, CAT pump system for mainlines,2 train.
$118,000.00 $118,000.00

HI- Low VI Grout System, pneumatic, controller, tanks,  pump system for mainlines,2 train.
$105,000.00 $105,000.00

Lateral Grout System, for Logiball, control, 3/4 hp vacuum pump, 1 day train.  $19,900.00 $19,900.00

Labor to Upgrade to Grout Unit $10,000.00 $10,000.00

068 speed air compressor $639.00 $639.00

Retractable air hose reel $474.00 $474.00

4.0 CFM air compressor w/ 30 gallon tank and air hose reel $4,273.00 $4,273.00

Electric Winch 1,000' 3/8" SST $7,528.00 $7,528.00

Foot pedal for electric winch $3,111.00 $3,111.00

  500' 14/4 power cord reel for winch $2,157.00 $2,157.00

Float w/ arms $3,954.00 $3,954.00

Float line Reel $481.00 $481.00

6" Skid assy for OZIII $1,979.00 $1,979.00

6" Skid Assy for OZII $1,035.00 $1,035.00

8-15" Skid assy $1,109.00 $1,109.00

8-30" Skid Assy $1,494.00 $1,494.00

36-60" Skid Plates $868.00 $868.00

6" MULTIGROUTPACKER ASSEMBLY $2,200.00 $2,200.00

8" LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $3,600.00 $3,600.00



10" LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $3,700.00 $3,700.00

12" LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $3,800.00 $3,800.00

15" LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $4,200.00 $4,200.00

18" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $6,900.00 $6,900.00

20" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $7,600.00 $7,600.00

21" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $7,800.00 $7,800.00

24" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $7,900.00 $7,900.00

30" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $8,700.00 $8,700.00

36" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $9,900.00 $9,900.00

42" COLLAPSIBLE LV PACKER ASSEMBLY $11,400.00 $11,400.00

Cutter System, lateral cutter, 6"-15" pipe, cut reel, 500 ft. air hose, 1 day train   $50,000.00 $50,000.00

Digital Electronic Grout panel/Modulear Grout System with Graphical User Interface in lieu 

of analog panel
$24,000.00 $24,000.00

Spare Kangaroo Cutter- Cutter Only $18,810.00 $18,810.00

Add CUES Universal Digital Side Scanning Camera System- (DUC) $102,405.00 $102,405.00

Factory Labor Rate Per Hour (Orlando, Atlanta, or CA) $120.00 $120.00

On Site Labor Rate (Includes Transportation / Per Diem): $1180 per Day $1,180.00 $1,180.00


